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The Good Rumor Mill
I thank my God for all of you, because your faith is being 
reported all over the world.
—romans 1:8

A good story carries itself. When someone does a good deed,
going to extreme measures of sacrifice and commitment,

others pick up the story and pass it along. Paul certainly heard lots of
stories, both good and bad, in his travels around the first-century
world. And it seems that whenever he landed in a port or harbor,
someone gave him another good report on the church at Rome. So
in his letter to the Romans he presents them a verbal trophy—an
accolade for the “good rumors” he had heard about them.

Are people passing good rumors about you? Like the men
and women of Rome, all of us are building reputations by our lives
and our words. Unfortunately, many times our lives do not offer
enough substance for people to carry on a good rumor mill about
us. If we did live such a life, the stories others passed along would
create the ripple effect through the good rumor mill.

It’s not our job to make people talk about us in good man-
ner. Our job to live a life that gives people the substance, the fod-
der, with which to start this good rumor mill.

At the same time, we should ask ourselves whether we are
known as carriers of good news or bad. Are you someone who
retells a good story when you hear it? Do you generate good sto-
ries about others? One of the best ways to start the good rumor
mill at the office is to praise an employee or coworker in the pres-
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ence of other people. Those who hear the praise are likely to pass
the good word along to others.

Men and women of faith should be the tracks on which the
good rumor mill runs. Every job has great stories about great peo-
ple. We should be the carriers of those stories.

Ask yourself today, am I living a life that generates traffic on
the good rumor mill? Am I building smooth tracks for good news
to run on? Or have I developed a negative way of looking at my
boss and coworkers—a point of view that creates or adds to a bad
rumor mill?

Set a goal for yourself to become a person about whom others
will say, “That’s somebody I continually hear good things about.”

romans 3
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